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CAYMAN’S LEADING SUPPLIER
For more than 25 years, Island Supply has established itself as the leading food service
supplier in Cayman. On small jobs as well as the biggest projects, Island Supply’s staff provides
unparalleled service and experience, and the widest range of trusted brand names with
quality assurance standing behind every product. Whether it’s choosing items from their new
showroom, or planning a high-end kitchen project from the ground up, customers know they
can depend on Island Supply to help them get the job done right.

Jacques Scott Group
Corner Shedden Road
and Bobby Thompson Way,
George Town

T. (345) 949 8356
E. cweaver@island-supply.com
W. www.island-supply.com
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THE FIRST-EVER
BLACK STAINLESSSTEEL KITCHEN
The new exclusive color that’s as bold as you are.

See its bold beauty at the Appliance Gallery

althompson.com

George Town

TASTY
MOMENTS
HAPPEN
HERE
Break your fast with scrumptious morning bites and
a cup of joe made with so much love you can’t help
smiling. Savour a locally-inspired dish with all the
fixings. Sip a garden-to-bar cocktail (or two) and
enjoy the view. Share a handcrafted frozen treat with
the one you love. Whatever delights your taste buds–
our cafés, eateries and signature restaurants are
here to satisfy, day and night.
Farmers & Artisans Market every Wednesday 12-7pm.
Visit our website to learn more about the finest and
buzziest culinary experiences in Cayman.
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FALL 2015 - SPRING 2016

to the latest issue of Flava!

Cool breezes, balmy evenings and a myriad of delicious culinary events punctuate the
start of Cayman’s winter season.
To celebrate, we have a jam-packed issue full of enticing articles and delicious
recipes for you to try at home, from mouthwatering canapés ideal to serve at a party,
to our award-winning cover recipe, courtesy of Island Naturals Café.
If you’re looking to serve something a bit different over the upcoming holiday season
then why not try one of our game meats recipes. Chef Dylan Benoit of Market Street
Group shares with us how to cook goose, venison and wild boar to perfection.
If you fancy taking a break from the kitchen, then the island has plenty of private
chefs who are able to help. In this issue we interview some of Cayman’s most popular
personal chefs who are able to whip up a culinary storm to your liking - from Asianinfluenced to traditional Caribbean fare.
We also interview award-winning Texan chef Dean Fearing who will form part of
the upcoming Cayman Cookout line-up – one of Cayman’s most eagerly awaited
culinary festivals. Renowned for his southwestern cuisine featuring bold flavors
and vibrant colors, he’ll be showcasing some of his delicious flavor combinations
at January’s cookout.
Cayman’s cocktail scene has burst into life and in this issue we head up to Catch
restaurant where they are serving some must-try tiki cocktails. Popular in the
1930s and ‘40s, tiki cocktails have seen somewhat of a revival in recent years and
are now firmly back in vogue. We also meet Agua’s mixologist, Simone Pagnozzi,
who was crowned this year’s winner at the regional heat of the coveted Stoli
Caribbean cocktail masters.
Of course, you’ll find so much more in this issue, including tips on how to cook
seasonal produce, Cayman’s best brunch spots, and our top wine picks to suit
all budgets, as well as interviews with those who are working to put Cayman on
the culinary map. In addition, we have also added a new readers’ recipe section,
showcasing a selection of recipes from Cayman’s home cooks, as well as a
restaurant directory.
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You’ll also find all of our regular articles, from product pages filled with enticing
culinary must-haves to our pick of some of the best cookbooks to see you through the
upcoming holiday season. And, as with each issue, we have a fabulous competition
you’ll want to enter – a chance to win a $3,000 customizable dining experience,
courtesy of the Market Street Group.

Contact
Pinnacle Media Group Ltd.
4 Compass Drive
Grand Cayman KY1-1108
Cayman Islands

Joanna Lewis

T: (345) 949-5111
E: comments@flavacayman.com
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December - May, 11am - 3pm

5:30pm - 10:00pm

LOCATED ON NORTH WEST POINT RD, WEST BAY
Phone: 345-945-5217 ~ E-mail: conchrest@gmail.com
Open 11am - 1am
(12am close on
Saturdays and Sundays)

Food served from 11am - 10pm

FROM OUR RENOWNED
CHEF CAVALLARO

WHAT’S COOKING?
BLUE CILANTRO
GARNERS AWARD

THE BROOKLYN TO OPEN
AT CAMANA BAY

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
CASA 43 NOW OPEN

Grand Cayman’s Blue Cilantro was named
the 2014/15 Best Caribbean Restaurant
during the Jamaica Observer Table Talk Food
Awards event at Devon House in Kingston,
Jamaica, in May. Vidyadhara Shetty, executive
chef/owner of Blue Cilantro accepted the
award. The Table Talk Food Awards will be
launched in Cayman on Nov. 5. Presented
by Best Dressed Chicken and the Jamaica
Observer newspaper, the food awards
have been running for the past 17 years in
Jamaica. The awards aim to applaud the
efforts of those working in the food industry
in Cayman.

The Market Street Group is gearing up to
open their sixth restaurant, The Brooklyn
Pizza + Pasta. The vibrant family-friendly
eatery will be located on The Crescent in
Camana Bay. Federico Vallarino, currently
at the group’s Mizu Asian Bistro + Bar, will
manage front-of-house staff with Dylan
Benoit, familiar to Craft Food & Beverage
Co. regulars, overseeing the menu
development and kitchen.

Restaurant Casa 43 has recently opened
its doors, offering a host of traditionalstyle Mexican classics, including tacos,
enchiladas and quesadillas. Co-owned by
Max Hillier and Lloyd Brown, fresh, quality
ingredients are key to all of Casa 43’s
dishes. The restaurant is located next door
to Copper Falls Steakhouse, off West Bay
Road, and is open for lunch and dinner.

RISTORANTE PRIMA OFFERS
FINE DINING AT ROYAL PALMS

VERA’S OPENS
ON WEST BAY ROAD

TRADITIONAL-STYLE
THALI NIGHT AT ICOA

Ristorante Prima is now open at the Royal
Palms Beach Club on Seven Mile Beach.
The restaurant offers diners the choice
of dining in complimentary cabanas
on the sand, or in the newly renovated
air-conditioned second floor restaurant,
overlooking Seven Mile Beach. Prima offers
an extensive selection of wines, as well as a
decadent selection of cocktails prepared by
award-winning bartenders. Open Tuesday
through Saturday, 5-9:30 p.m.

Diners will be able to enjoy the flavors
of Trinidad and Tobago at Vera’s, a new
restaurant opening along West Bay Road.
Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner, the
restaurant specializes in Roti, including
Dhal-Puri, Paratha and Sada Roti. Vera’s
will also offer catering services. Open seven
days a week, 7 a.m. to 1 a.m. and 7 a.m to
midnight on Saturdays and Sundays.

Icoa restaurant is taking diners on a tour
of India with its weekly Thali nights. Thali
allows diners to enjoy a selection of dishes,
which are served on a traditional stainless
steel platter. The menu changes weekly
and often reflects a different region of
Indian cuisine. The Thali night, held every
Thursday, is priced at $30 per person or
$25 for the vegetarian option, excluding
gratuities.
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SMOKIES BBQ SMOKE HOUSE OPENS AT A. L. THOMPSON'S
Award-winning chef Sara Mair-Doak is putting the finishing touches to her new venture, Smokies BBQ
Smoke House. Located at A. L. Thompson’s, George Town, Smokies will have a separate entrance
conveniently positioned on the outside corner of the store. Smokies will offer Caribbean-influenced
freshly smoked beef, pork, and chicken, in addition to a selection of breakfast options, salads, madeto-order sandwiches, seafood dishes and burgers. Open for breakfast, lunch, and early dinner.

LUCKY SLICE PIZZA STUDIO &
DELI OFFERS PIZZA AND MORE

CAYMAN COOKOUT
TICKETS NOW ON SALE

VIVO CAFÉ
OPENS IN WEST BAY

A new pizzeria has opened at Bayshore
Mall, George Town. Open for lunch and
dinner, Lucky Slice offers a large selection
of traditional-style pizzas including vegan
and gluten-free, alongside salads, small
bites, soups and wings. The pizzeria also
features a weekly selection of special
offers, as well as free delivery from Seven
Mile Beach to South Sound.

Tickets are now on sale for the annual
Cayman Cookout, hosted by Eric Ripert. The
gastronomic foodie festival will be held Jan.
14-17 at The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman.
The festival features an incomparable
roster of world famous chefs, wine experts
and mixologists, in addition to tastings,
demonstrations, tours and dinners that
celebrate Cayman’s diverse culinary scene.
Visit caymanislands.ky to purchase tickets.

A new health food restaurant has opened
at Lighthouse Point Resort, Northwest
Point Road, West Bay. Vivo Café offers
sustainable, healthy cuisine all at pursefriendly prices. The eco-friendly menu
comprises a wide selection of vegetarian,
vegan and gluten-free dishes, as well as a
number of dishes featuring lionfish. Visit
vivo.ky or call 924-7804.

WEST BAY DINER
OFFERS CASUAL FARE

ANCHOR & DEN LAUNCHES
AFTERNOON TEA

SOUTH WEST COLLECTIVE
WELCOMES NEW CHEF

The newly opened West Bay Diner, located
at 32 Town Hall Road, offers a varied menu
of casual fare, including sandwiches,
soups, quesadillas, nachos, salads and
fresh catch of the day. The diner also offers
an all day breakfast menu, as well as a full
coffee service, including cappuccinos and
espressos. The cozy restaurant has seating
indoors and outdoors. Alternatively, you can
pick up something to go. The diner is open
seven days a week for breakfast, lunch and
dinner.

Experience afternoon tea with a twist at
Anchor & Den’s “Mad Tea Party.” Launching
Nov. 28, the afternoon tea is inspired by
the Hatter’s mad tea party in the seventh
chapter of Lewis Carroll’s popular novel
“Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.” The
tea will feature delicate finger sandwiches,
handmade scones, “Drink Me” potions and
exquisite pastries all against a backdrop
of live music. Chic fascinators and stylish
hats are encouraged. Advance booking is
required. Call 949-0088.

Chef Hock Theam Ong – a.k.a. Tim - has
recently joined the culinary team at South
West Collective, George Town. Originally
from Malaysia, chef Tim brings more than
25 years kitchen experience and has worked
at a number of Cayman’s restaurants,
including the Brasserie, Karma and Azzurro.
Over the coming months, the chef will be
working on re-vamping the menu as well
as adding some Asian-influenced dishes.
Chef Tim will also be creating a selection of
tailored event menus.
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BOOKS and COOKS
Martha’s Entertaining: A Year
of Celebrations
Martha Stewart
Set among Martha Stewart’s dining
rooms, kitchens, gardens and patios,
"Martha’s Entertaining: A Year of
Celebrations" welcomes readers into
the world of household name Martha
Stewart. The book is packed full of
celebrations throughout the year,
including an afternoon Easter egg hunt
for children; a festive Halloween dinner
party held inside Martha’s stables; and a
spring garden fete amid a glorious bed of
peonies. All of the events feature recipes,
menu ideas and stories to help you plan
your own unforgettable event.

$75

The Neelys' Celebration
Cookbook: Down-Home Meals
for Every Occasion
Pat Neely, Gina Neely, & Ann Volkwein
Pat and Gina Neely, the beloved husbandand-wife team and authors of The New
York Times best seller "Down Home with
the Neelys," are all about lettin’ the good
times roll. In their latest cookbook, the
Neely’s share their recipes and secrets
for entertaining year-round, dishing up
new spins on seasonal classics, and
suggesting occasions to celebrate that
most of us haven’t thought of ourselves.
With this mouthwatering collection of
recipes you have everything you need
to Neely-tize your table far beyond the
holiday season.

$28.95

Thanksgiving
Sam Sifton
From one of America’s finest food writers,
the former restaurant critic for The New
York Times, comes a definitive, timeless
guide to Thanksgiving dinner. From the
planning of the meal to the washing of the
last plate, this smartly written, beautifully
illustrated and recipe-filled book shows
you how. Sam Sifton, The Times’s resident
Thanksgiving expert, delivers a message
of great comfort and solace: There is no
need to fear Thanksgiving. You can cook
a great meal. You can have a great time.
Written for novice and experienced cooks
alike, "Thanksgiving: How to Cook It Well"
is your guide to making Thanksgiving the
best holiday of the year.

Holiday Cheer: Recipes and
Decorating Ideas for Your Best
Christmas Ever
Country Living, Good Housekeeping,
Redbook
Get ready for festive entertaining
and fun with more than 100 fabulous
holiday recipes—and more—from
Good Housekeeping, Country Living, and
Redbook. These delectable suppers
and treats, dazzling decorations, and
delightful gifts to craft will bring a
homemade Yuletide touch to your home
and family. Delicious recipes include
roast turkey with wild mushroom
gravy, apple cider braised greens, and
peppermint-chocolate layer cake.

$18

$19.95

Vegan Holiday Cooking from
Candle Cafe

The Pioneer Woman Cooks: A
Year of Holidays: 140 Stepby-Step Recipes for Simple,
Scrumptious Celebrations

Joy Pierson, Angel Ramos,
& Jorge Pineda
This collection of vegan holiday recipes
elevates plant-based fare to a new
level. With fresh, inventive menus for
Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year's
Eve, Lunar New Year, Super Bowl Sunday,
Valentine's Day, Passover, Easter, Cinco
de Mayo, and Independence Day, this
cookbook blends favorite traditions with
a modern sensibility. Now, home cooks
can entertain in the spirit of New York’s
premier vegan restaurants, Candle Cafe,
Candle 79, and Candle Cafe West. With
forewords by Alicia Silverstone and Laura
and Woody Harrelson, plus sumptuous
photography throughout, this festive
cookbook invites vegans and omnivores
alike to gather around the holiday table
and enjoy.

Ree Drummond
Ree Drummond, award-winning blogger,
Food Network personality, and #1 The
New York Times bestselling author,
shows readers how to ring in your
favorite holidays with inspired menus
for breakfasts, brunches, lunches,
dinners, parties, deliveries, and feasts,
accompanied by fun instructions and
hundreds of her signature step-bystep photos. Filled with creative and
flavorful ideas for intimate dinners,
group gatherings, and family meals, "The
Pioneer Woman Cooks" includes dozens
of mouthwatering dishes, helping home
cooks create a variety of delights.

$29.99

$22.99

Featured books are available at Books & Books, Camana Bay.
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EAT IN
TAKE OUT
DELIVERY

VEGAN AND
GLUTEN
FREE OPTIONS
AVAILABLE

HOUSE MADE
DOUGH & SAUCES,
THE FRESHEST
INGREDIENTS

NEW YORK
STYLE PIZZA

BIGGEST PIZZA IN CAYMAN! 20”- SIZE MATTERS!
WINGS | SALADS | PANZEROTTIS

FREE DELIVERY FROM SOUTH SOUND TO SMB • FREE PARKING
LOCATED IN BAYSHORE MALL
IN THE HEART OF GEORGE TOWN

AT FIRST BITE

10AM-10PM
949.3456 OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

info@cayman.pizza www.cayman.pizza
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Chef Dean Fearing
SET TO BRING SOUTHWESTERN
FLAIR TO CAYMAN
By Elizabeth Samet

Bold flavors. Vibrant colors. Comforting aromas.
Southwestern cuisine is clearly a triple threat; born out
of a combination of authentic Mexican food culture, along
with the traditions of Spanish settlers and the cowboy
culture of years past. If you know and love the rich and
spicy qualities that keep many of us coming back for
more, you can thank the father of southwestern cuisine,
chef Dean Fearing, who played an influential role in
spreading the rustic southwestern flavors far and wide.
“The brightness of mangoes, cilantro and lime juice,
along with the earthiness of the chilies. You get used to
those flavors – the heat – and it becomes an addiction,”
explains Dean. You can say that again, chef!
While you can take the chef out of Texas, you can’t take
Texas out of the chef – and
why would you want to? As a
culinary ground-breaker, Dean
has a passion for all that’s
great about southwestern food
culture and wants to share it
with the attendees of the 2016
Cayman Cookout.
As the executive chef and
owner of the award-winning Fearing’s Restaurant at The
Ritz-Carlton in Dallas, Texas, Dean has made sure that
the menu is all about bold flavors and no borders. “South
of the border” meets a fearless Texas-style are dominant
themes on the Fearing’s menu. And yet, the chef also
makes a point of branching out, working with ingredients
and cooking styles from all over the world.

His grandmothers weren’t the only family members
who fueled his culinary dreams. Dean also grew up
around the hotel where his father worked as an inn
keeper. Washing dishes and helping with salad prep
after school in the hotel’s restaurant kitchen; eventually
he worked up to become a line cook. This is where
he became serious about making a future out of the
culinary arts.
“My dad introduced me to a master chef in the early
‘70s when I was deciding what I really wanted to do with
my life,” Dean says.
The chef he met that day must have made quite the
impression; and as Dean contemplates, meeting new
people is one of his greatest points of inspiration.
“You stem off of meeting
people. You learn from them,”
Dean explains.
That is exactly what the
chef has done throughout
his career. From mentors to
peers, Dean has fearlessly and
enthusiastically employed his
culinary training, his endearing
upbringing and passion for people and flavors to forge a
lasting food culture.
During the mid-80s, his networking and passion paid
off when another triple threat was causing quite a stir
on the food scene. Dean, along with Robert Del Grande
and Stephan Pyles, were framing the southwestern food
scene. But, it wasn’t just Texas that was being taken by
storm. “When I started to see chef friends of mine in New
York City in the ‘90s using jalapeños and black beans, I
knew it was going cross-country. It started a new platform
in American cooking. Once people are introduced to
southwest cuisine, there’s just no going back.”

“Once people are introduced
to southwest cuisine, there’s
just no going back.”

Inspiration
Born and raised in Kentucky, Dean grew up with what
he describes as “two great country cook grandmothers.”
The chef recalls one of his fondest memories, identifying
cooking as artistry at a young age.
“It was incredible. They had their own gardens and
canned everything for winter,” Dean says. “They prepared
all the sides and desserts; everything just tasted
amazing. They’d cook for 20-something people. We ate
well! It was a great influence for me. Even now - the
southern heritage - I still use it today.”

Trends and current obsessions
The latest observation in modern, elevated cuisine that
Dean is a huge fan of is casual dining.
“When I opened Fearing’s eight years ago, I told everyone
that there’s no rules in Fearing’s,” the chef explains. “Eat the
way you want. Dress the way you want. There are no rules.”
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The award-winning Fearing’s Restaurant at The Ritz-Carlton in Dallas, Texas, offers “elevated American cuisine” with bold flavors.

Dean's "Oyster Rockefearing."

Enjoying a meal on your own terms is a relatively new concept
and trend in upscale dining. Meanwhile, Dean is constantly working
to maintain a balance between the traditional southwestern
ingredients and the more unorthodox pairings that intrigue guests
of the restaurant.
Lime juice and jalapeño will always have a special place in the
southwestern tradition; meanwhile, the fusion and unexpected
elements are what leave guests of Fearing’s speechless. One such
customer favorite that was recently added back to the Fearing’s
menu, due to popular demand, is a locally sourced Nilgai Antelope
cooked over a mesquite grill. The antelope is served over a pepita
pesto with heirloom tomatoes. Add some onion rings and an Eastern
Texas field pea salad with barbeque Thousand Island dressing.
“This is the epitome of summer,” Dean says of the dish. “A mix
of warm and room temperature elements. It’s just summertime to
me.” This dish is also the epitome of the chef’s upbringing, classic
training and a testament to Texas cuisine.
Is your mouth watering yet? Thought so.

2016 Cayman Cookout

Nilgai Antelope cooked over a mesquite grill.
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If you’re not going to be able to make it to Dallas, Texas anytime
in the near future to go on a southwestern-inspired feeding frenzy,
Dean will be making his way to Grand Cayman for the 2016 Cayman
Cookout from January 14-17, 2016 where attendees will be able to
enjoy his flavor combinations that have taken the U.S. by storm.
The chef is also looking forward to soaking in a bit of the Cayman
culture during his third time on the island for the Cookout. “I love
being soaked into the food culture, wherever I go. I’ll definitely get a
chicken roti when I first get off the plane. Sounds great!”
So what can you expect to see from Dean at the upcoming
Cayman Cookout? Only time will tell – but you can be sure it will be
daring, crave-worthy and is sure to embody all the great flavors of
the southwestern United States, and beyond.
If you can’t wait until January to enjoy Dean’s mastery, be sure
to pick up a copy of his latest cookbook, The Texas Food Bible to
get the most authoritative perspective on traditional and modern
southwestern cuisine.

DAK SHACK
NOW OPEN

Enjoy Rum Point’s famous mudslides at the Wreck Bar &
Grill or simply chill in a hammock between the Casuarina
trees. With Red Sail Sports on-site providing WaveRunners,
kayak and stand-up paddle boards for rental there is
plenty to keep you entertained on a day out at Rum Point.

Rum Point Club Restaurant will be closed September 1 November 4, 2015 but don’t despair! Join us for the Beach
BBQ on Wednesdays & Fridays until October 30.
Call 345-623-5965 to reserve your space on the FREE
catamaran ferry to Rum Point’s Beach BBQ.

Host your next special
event on the beach at

We all know Rum Point beach as the idyllic
Sunday getaway with soft white sand and that
turquoise blue water... but did you know Rum
Point beach can host your next event?
Weddings, birthdays, Christmas parties and
beyond - Rum Point beach can cater to any
group size up to 400!
Contact Carol for more information.
info@rumpointclub.com

www.rumpointclub.com | info@rumpointclub.com | 947-9412 |

@RumPointClub |

@RumPointClubky

Qualy Four Seasons Spice Shakers

Looking for something different to take round as a party gift? Why not try these
quirky spice shakers. Both fun and functional, each of these novel spice shakers
features a tree indicative of one of the four seasons. Made from recycled materials,
these spice shakers are bound to liven up any dining table.

Gawk & Leer $40

EDITOR’S PICKS
PERFECT GIFTS FOR THE CULINARY ENTHUSIAST

Big Green Egg MiniMax Smoker & Grill

A grilling favorite, the Big Green Egg is an
outdoor must have. The Big Green Egg was
derived from an ancient clay cooking device
and offers a superior culinary experience. Use
the Egg to grill, bake, or smoke all manner of
foods. The MiniMax has all the Big Green Egg
features in a compact, take anywhere size.

Bon Vivant $699.95
Chef n’ Tea Tree Tea Infuser

This novel tea infuser features a micro-perforated
stainless steel pod and ceramic saucer. The branch on the
saucer suspends the tea ball into the cup, while the saucer
not only keeps the tea hot while infusing, but also catches
any drips. Holds up to two teaspoons of loose-leaf tea. A
perfect gift for the tea drinker.

Gawk & Leer $22.50

KitchenAid Magnetic Drive Torrent Blender

Joseph Joseph Orb Pestle & Mortar

Made from non-absorbent vitrified porcelain this
striking design-led pestle and mortar will look
beautiful on a kitchen countertop. The large main
bowl is ideal for crushing and grinding larger
quantities of herbs and spices. Invert the lid for a
hand-held mortar for smaller quantities.

Brand Source Home Gallery $30
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KitchenAid’s latest culinary must have, the Torrent blender,
brings high-style, high-power and low effort to the kitchen.
Able to stand up to the toughest of ingredients, the Torrent
beautifully blends juices, soups, smoothies and more all at
the touch of a button. KitchenAid’s revolutionary Magnetic
Drive technology with MagnaLock System locks the jar
in place, for powerful hands-free blending. Whether it’s
a gift for a health enthusiast or for someone who loves to
whip up decadent treats, the Torrent blender does it all.
Available in a selection of colors.

A. L. Thompson's $540

Kati Tea Brewing System

This cute all-in-one tea system
makes the ideal gift for the tea
lover. The double-wall ceramic
tumbler and integrated stainless
steel infuser make brewing loose
tea by the cup effortless. Available
in a wide range of colors.

Kirk Market $29

Revol Grands Classiques
Porcelain Vinegar and
Olive Oil Bottle

Lend instant charm to the
dinner table with these pretty
and practical bottles. Revol
porcelain is fired at high
temperatures creating a
smooth, non-porous finish
that’s easy to clean and
resistant to stains, chips and
scratches.

Mercer Culinary Renaissance
Executive Chef Jacket with
Black Piping

Brand Source Home
Gallery $25 per bottle

Culinary enthusiasts will feel like a
true pro with this traditional style
chef’s jacket. Featuring a doublebreasted, drop-shoulder design,
cloth covered buttons, utility shoulder
pocket and two inside collar buttons.
Available in a wide range of sizes.

A. L. Thompson's $79

Kitchen Craft Pizza Board & Knife Set

Fans of pizza will appreciate this pizza board
and knife serving set. The board is made
from natural bamboo, while the rocking
pizza knife is made from stainless steel
and features a rolled edge handle. Ideal for
serving any type of pizza.

Bon Vivant $59.95

Alessi Anna Pepper Mill

Le Creuset Moroccan Tagine

Whip up a Moroccan culinary feast with famed
cookware brand Le Creuset’s traditional
Moroccan tagine. The tagine is a traditional
cooking vessel of the slowly simmered,
heavily seasoned cuisines of North Africa. The
distinctive cone-shaped lid promotes natural
steam circulation to keep beef, lamb and
other meats perfectly tender and exceptionally
flavorful. Crafted of durable cast iron, the base
cooks food evenly and retains heat longer. Le
Creuset collectors are bound to treasure this
piece for years to come.

This beautiful pepper mill
makes an ideal gift. Designed
by Alessandro Mendini, the
Anna Pepper Mill is made from
light blue thermoplastic resin
and is topped with a whimsical
smiling face. Available in a
selection of colors.

Gawk & Leer $79

Bon Vivant $479.95
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A DV E RTO R I A L / South West Collective

A great space, a relaxing atmosphere, fabulous views, and
delicious food, South West Collective is the ideal place to
meet and mingle. Located in Harbour Place, George Town, the
trendy café/bar serves up a wide range of freshly made foods,
with a focus on creating health-conscious dishes using local
ingredients wherever possible.
The restaurant offers breakfast, lunch and bar menus
featuring wholesome and hearty mouthwatering eats, with
many dishes catering to vegan or gluten-free diets, including
salads, soups, paninis, naan-based pizzas, and pies. There’s also
an extensive selection of fresh-pressed juices and smoothies
too, as well as a great bar offering craft beers, handcrafted
cocktails with a local twist and even house-made moonshine
for the more adventurous.

Popular menu items include waffles, local egg omelets and
eggs Benedict. For lunch the house-made daily soups are
always popular, as are salads such as the Rad Thai and the
South West Turkey Salad. Indeed, the possibilities are endless
with the option to design your own salad and choose from a
selection of delicious house-made dressings. Sausage rolls and
meat pies, also made in-house, are gaining quite a following
and can’t be beaten washed down with an ice cold beer on a
Friday. Sharing boards, featuring a selection of cheeses and
house-made condiments, are popular in the evenings with a
glass of wine or an artisan cocktail. The fish cakes with Kaffir
lime and Siracha mayonnaise are well worth a try too!

Level 2 Harbour Place, South Church Street, George Town
946 3004
collectivesouthwest@gmail.com

At South West we believe in enjoying others
company without all the modern distractions. We look at South West Collective as
a new spin on the social clubs of old where
people had fun playing games and talking in
a relaxed environment. With boards games,
darts and a vintage foosball table we want
everyone to relax and have some good oldfashioned fun.

The South West Collective bar focuses heavily on handcrafted
cocktails made with high-quality ingredients. Popular cocktails include
the South West Mule featuring fresh lime and ginger, Tito’s Vodka and
Ginger Beer, and the Mezcal Shandy with citrus, Cointreau and topped
with IPA beer. One of our favorites is the High Tea featuring a lavender
scented rim, Bombay Sapphire, Earl Grey tea and lemon.
Drinking vinegars, coffee liquors, infused vodkas, blended salts,
kombucha, and cold-pressed juices are all made in-house at the bar too.
You’ll also find a wide selection of craft beers at the South West
Collective bar. Choose from a selection of artisanal brews, from the U.S.
to as far away as Australia. The restaurant’s feature beer fridge gives
customers the chance to browse for their chosen beer as if at home.

South West Collective is your go to event
destination. From adults to kids’ parties,
South West Collective offers a great variety of
food and drink options with an amazing view
to boot. The staff at South West Collective
is seasoned professionals at hosting a wide
range of events, including children’s birthday
parties and corporate events. The restaurant
also hosts a variety of fun-filled themed
nights every week.

MONDAY MOVIES

Every second Monday night different movies from around the world are screened just
after sunset. The vintage popcorn maker is
a real feature with interesting blends like
rosemary and bacon or hot sauce and pickle
juice. Top off the perfect movie night with
nachos and craft beers - you can’t go wrong!

VINYL NIGHT

We love music and enjoy getting our guests
involved in the experience with our own
vinyl collection. With close to 1,000 records
from the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s ranging from hiphop to reggae and old classics, bring back
memories and have some fun on our record
player!
Looking for a great
salad? Then look no
further than at South
West Collective. The
restaurant’s extensive
salad bar features
locally sourced greens
and house-made
dressings. Customers
can customize their
own salad, or choose
from one of the
restaurant’s own
specialty ones.

Monday - Friday 7am till 9pm

SATURDAY BRUNCH

Enjoy a leisurely Saturday with delicious
breakfast boards, cold-pressed juices and
amazing espressos, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

HAPPY HOUR

From 4 to 7 p.m. Monday to Friday. A great
spot to relax, enjoy a drink and watch the
sunset. Free visitor parking in the underground garage.

Saturday 9am till 3pm

Closed Sundays

By Alan Markoff

Not all that long ago, the general idea of a healthy and
nutritious breakfast in the Cayman Islands was a beef patty
and a glass of orange juice. If the patty was vegetable instead
of beef, you were almost considered a health nut.
Times have changed. With the link between diet and health
now better known than ever in Cayman, as it is across the
globe, a dietary revolution has begun.
On Grand Cayman, there are now vegetarian and vegan
restaurants and even the mainstream restaurants are
offering more vegetarian and healthy options.
For some in the food industry, the move to provide healthier
options was spurred by the increase in fresh, local produce.
Britta Bush, the owner/chef of Saucha Conscious Living,
a company that makes raw/vegan lunch deliveries twice a
week, says the idea for her enterprise started with weekly
trips to the Saturday farmers market at The Grounds in Lower
Valley.
“I’ve been going to the market religiously for seven
years,” she says, adding that she developed a passion for
local produce while forging friendships with Joel Walton
and Patrick Panton, two of the regular produce vendors at
the market.
Britta says she has watched a steady progression in the
variety of locally grown produce.
“It’s gone from pumpkins and a couple of other things to
some of the best produce in the world,” she says, noting that
Cayman tomatoes are some of the best she’s ever tasted.
Britta was already brewing and selling various flavors of
Kombucha, a fermented effervescent tea, when she decided
to launch Suacha in September 2013. Before starting, she did
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research on vegan cooking, did an online vegan chef’s training
course and started coming up with recipe ideas based on the
available fresh local ingredients. One of those recipes was a
plant-based version of tacos, the Mexican classic.
“When I tried to come up with a recipe for this, I had to
figure out how I was going to make them delicious and
satisfying and filling without the meat and cheese,” she says.
The solution involved walnut meat instead of animal meat,
which is served with salsa, black beans and rice over a bed
of local greens and accompanied with a creamy avocadocilantro vinaigrette. The dish was a hit with her customers.
Britta says she’s seen a steady growth in her customer
base, and that a lot of her clients aren’t purely vegan, but
people who want to eat healthy options.
Britta participates in twice-yearly long-weekend yoga
retreats in Little Cayman where the menu for the meals
is all plant-based, and includes vegan cooking training for
those interested.
“You can have an intensive hands-on [vegan] cooking class
if you want to,” she says, adding that many of the participants
in the retreat continue to prepare plant-based meals for
themselves at home afterwards.

Home cooking
Having people prepare and eat healthy meals at home is
the next big battlefront in the food revolution.
Andrea Hill, who has been a nutritional consultant on Grand
Cayman for 15 years, says she’s definitely noticed the trend of
people making healthier food choices, eating more local produce
and being generally more aware of the health benefits of a good

Andrea Hill offers nutrition advice
to shoppers at Kirk Market.

diet. However, while people know more about proper nutrition
and understand the implications of a good diet now, it doesn’t
always relate to healthy eating at home.
“There’s still a disconnect in trying to get people to make
healthy dishes at home,” she says, noting that people often
resort to less healthy options because it’s quick and easy.
“Even though we are eating more plant-foods, we are falling
short in the amount of vegetables we need to eat every day.”
Knowing that choosing the right ingredients is a key
element in eating healthy foods at home, Kirk Market has
engaged Andrea since 2012 to offer nutrition advice to
customers in the store twice per week.
Camille Humphreys, marketing manager at Kirk Market,
says the store realized that providing customers with
healthier choices went beyond simply offering products on
their shelves.
“We know that healthy changes occur when people are
informed on the benefits of proper nutrition,” she says.
“That is why we enlisted the expertise of our nutritional
consultant…to provide our customers with sound nutritional

advice to empower them to make healthy choices that will
improve their quality of life.”
Some of the advice Andrea gives Kirk Market customers is
fairly basic. “I’ll tell people to look at the ingredients and try
not to get detoured by the packaging,” she says. “That’s a big
thing to understand.”
Andrea will also take interested customers down the Kirk
Market aisles to show them healthier choices and answer
any questions they might have. She says that the general
message she hears is people want to make healthier choices,
but that they’re still thinking in terms of “what’s the best
breakfast cereal to choose” as opposed to thinking “what’s
the best breakfast to have.”
However, the progress toward healthy eating is noticeable
and welcomed.
“The food revolution is fabulous and is getting the word out
there,” she says. “Four or more years ago, I would have more
medical referrals [for nutrition counseling) and since then it’s
been more people who are taking the initiative of wanting to
eat healthier… and cleaner.”

Photos by Stephen Clarke

Taste

Britta Bush set up Saucha Conscious Living in 2013.

For the healthy food revolution to really take hold, however,
the food has to taste good. When Lindsay Allen opened Island
Naturals Café in July 2013, a key goal was to make vegan food
taste as good as foods with animal products and not like, as
she puts it, “cardboard.”
“Before I opened, I collaborated with a chef on the island to
develop the menu,” Lindsay says. “And I did a lot of research.”
On a trip to Hawaii, Lindsay discovered acai bowls, which
are like unblended smoothies, and decided that was one
of the dishes she wanted to serve at Island Naturals Café.
The acai bowls have turned out to be very popular, but so
are the soups and hearty dishes like meatless burritos and
vegan lasagna.
Lindsay says customers often praise the variety at Island
Naturals Café.
“Our dishes are very unique compared to what is offered
[at vegetarian] restaurants in other countries. Customers are
blown away by the flavors and the type of dishes we offer.”
Although Island Naturals Café opened as a purely vegan
restaurant and it still doesn’t serve dishes with any meat or
eggs, it has incorporated dairy products into some of its meals.
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Maureen Cubbon has
been teaching children
about health and wellness
through food and exercise
for more than 14 years on
Grand Cayman.

“I didn’t want us to be put into a box as just a vegan
restaurant,” she says, adding that she wanted healthy
vegetarian dishes that were hearty enough and tasty enough
to appeal to many people.
“We want to encourage people to make healthy choices and we
can offer these healthy choices,” she says. “And they taste good.”
With that formula, Island Naturals Café has been able to
attract a diverse demographic, which includes many men.
“I did not expect the kind of people we get on a daily basis,”
Lindsay says.

Children
Fad diets have been coming and going for decades, but if the
food revolution is to usher in truly revolutionary dietary changes,
it will have to gain lasting acceptance across age demographics.
Teaching children about healthy eating is an essential.
On an international level, celebrity chef Jamie Oliver’s Food
Revolution is focused on educating children about food in a
fun way. On a local level, Maureen Cubbon has been teaching
children about health and wellness through food and exercise

Island Naturals Café is a popular spot for those keen to follow a
healthy diet. Pictured is the café’s super oatmeal dish, topped with
homemade granola, goji berries, cashews, chia seeds and cacao nibs.

for more than 14 years on Grand Cayman. In 2015, she became
Cayman’s ambassador to Jamie Oliver’s Food Revolution.
Over her years in Cayman, Maureen learned that most
children here have a general lack of knowledge when it
comes to food ingredients, especially vegetables. Her
involvement in the Food Revolution is just another step in
teaching the children of Cayman - and their parents - of the
importance of healthy ingredients and healthy eating. She
believes a hands-on approach is essential and her “Budding
Chef” cooking classes for kids have become very popular.
“When children are actually preparing food and learning
about vegetables and healthful options, they tend to be more
interested and open to it,” she says, adding that even if the
children don’t like the taste of what they make, they still try
it - and many do like it.
Adding an element of fun to the process is also important
when teaching children, Maureen says. One recipe she
makes with kids is called a “Squash It Sandwich.” The
recipe combines various ingredients, including vegetables,
herbs, sunflower seeds and apple in a plastic Ziploc bag.
The children then “squash” the ingredients in the bag. The
smashed result, which is certainly colorful, is then put on a
whole grain bun that has one side spread with hummus.
“It’s really fun; they love smashing food,” says Maureen.
“More importantly, they enjoy eating the healthy sandwich
they helped create.”
Another education focus of the Food Revolution is growing and
Maureen has partnered with some of Cayman’s local farmers to
help teach children how they can grow foods that they can later
eat. Even if they don’t grow the foods themselves, it helps teach
them that eating fruits and vegetables grown locally not only
taste good, but are good for them.
“I am excited to see our farmers market and local
agriculture scene continue to grow and I want to be part of
inspiring kids to get passionate about cooking,” she says. “I
believe that offering people easy-to-manage and realistic
tools to make changes is the best way forward.”
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COVER RECIPE
VEGAN CHEESECAKE
with
strawberry topping
Island Naturals Café won the 2015 Taste
of Cayman Best Dessert award for this
sumptuous cheesecake, proving that
vegan desserts can be just as delicious
as other dairy-filled sweet treats. While
vegan cheesecake is somewhat of an
oxymoron, this recipe uses coconut oil,
cashews and dates for a sweet and creamy
texture that will have you reaching for
more. And, since it’s healthier than a
traditional cheesecake, you won’t need to
skimp on portion size either.

•
•
•
•
•

Farm Tours
Live plants
Catch & Release
Tilapia Ponds
Garden Centre
Landscape materials

Courtesy of chef Delmy Tibbetts,
Island Naturals Café.
Serves 12

For the crust
1 cup almonds
1 cup dates
½ cup coconut flakes

For the filling

•
•
•

Chicken, Produce
and Eggs
Vegetables
Seasonal Fruits &
Vegetables

3 cups cashews, soaked in water for at least 24 hours
½ cup coconut oil
Juice of ½ a lemon
2 tablespoons vanilla essence
½ teaspoon salt

For the topping
Fresh strawberries, sliced
First make the crust. Place the almonds, dates and coconut
flakes in a food processor and dice. Once the ingredients
are blended together, pour into the bottom of a cake pan,
covering evenly.
Next, make the filling. Blend all the filling ingredients
together until the mixture is thick and creamy. Pour this
over the crust and let cool for 2-3 hours. Garnish with the
fresh strawberries and serve. For a firmer cake, place in the
freezer for a few hours.

Farmers Market Camana Bay
WEDNESDAY SATURDAY

10:30am-4:30pm 10:00am-2:00pm

Lookout Road, Bodden Town

926 4231 • happytreesgrow@msn.com
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PERSONAL
CHEFS
O F F E R C U L I N A R Y G R E AT N E S S

The onset of the winter season in Cayman brings
with it lovely weather and the slow buildup into holiday
celebrations. The cooler, drier days also inspire a lot more
people to entertain at home. But that doesn’t have to mean
taking on the extra work of planning menus, buying the
food, and preparing and serving the meals.
Cayman is home to several personal chefs who bring
their services to you. Not only will they work out the menu,
source the ingredients and serve you and your guests
gourmet fare, but they will take care of the cleaning up as
well, leaving behind only full stomachs and satisfied taste
buds. But if you prefer another venue, the chefs can bring
the party to wherever you are, from barbecues on the beach
to canapés in your office.
As the holidays roll around, starting with Thanksgiving,
the chefs can take all of the stress out of putting on
these larger, traditional family meals. Turkey with all the
trimmings is a phone call away. Christmas ham can be
yours to enjoy without even getting near the stove; ditto for
Cayman Christmas beef. And if you want a more exotic spin
on dinner, many of these chefs can whip up cuisines from
such diverse locales as Sri Lanka, France and Thailand.
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By Iris Stoner

TO WHET YOUR APPETITE A
L I T T L E B I T M O R E , B E LO W
IS A GUIDE TO SOME OF
C AY M A N ’ S M O S T P O P U L A R
PERSONAL CHEFS.

REMY AZAVEDO
Hailing from the popular tourist destination of
Goa in India, Remy Azavedo says he was attracted
to his profession because he “just wanted to do
something different apart from being an Indian
doctor or web designer.” His career choice has
made life more delicious in Cayman.
The personal chef also owns Bombay
Chopsticks, an Indian-Chinese restaurant in East
End. His background clearly infuses his menu and
cooking style, but he doesn’t limit himself to subcontinental cuisine.
"I can say with the utmost confidence that I offer
international cuisine to exceed expectations and
satisfy every palate,” he says. “I never compromise
on quality, consistency and presentation, as I
strongly believe that ‘you eat with your eyes first.’”
Remy’s international culinary experience
spans 24 years, from cooking in five-star resorts
to working on a cruise line, and he has been an
executive chef in Cayman for the last 14 years.
He describes the culinary style that he can bring
to your home as international fusion cuisine, but is
also comfortable offering private beach barbecue
dinners, including the option of a whole pig roast.
The chef’s gastronomic diversity is evident
when he lists some of his signature dishes: duet
of roasted Chilean seabass and blackened Alaskan
wild salmon, Italian truffle oil and strawberry-kiwi
salsa, Tandoori Madagascar prawn with mango
chutney and apple-cucumber salad, and Thai crab
cake over papaya-mango salad.
Remy adds that he can cater intimate events
of all types and sizes, with a staff that can
accommodate parties of two or more in your home.
But if you want to go large, he can handle up to
300 guests at a time. Fees for the catering include
cutlery, crockery, service and clean-up.
To avoid disappointment in arranging an event,
he suggests booking in advance to guarantee menu
choices and special needs.
He clearly is content with his decision to avoid
medicine and high technology to concentrate
on expertise in the kitchen, and says of being a
personal chef, “I enjoy the interaction with the
guests and taking them on a culinary journey.”
Visit rentachefcayman.com.
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KEITH GRIFFIN

Becoming a chef began with family for Keith Griffin, who got
a taste for cooking right at home. “From an early age, I spent a
good deal of time in the kitchen with my grandmother and so
was always interested in cooking; it was a very natural choice
as a career,” he says.
After school, he sought more professional instruction, and
trained in classic French cuisine in London, then moved to
Bermuda; Atlanta, Georgia; and, finally, settled in the Cayman
Islands in 1986.
Many people will remember Bacchus, the restaurant
he opened in 2002 and ran until it closed nine years later.
He calls that stretch a great experience, but explains that
running a business full-time took him away from being
“hands on” with food.
“Now, as a personal chef I am very much back to cooking
and developing new ideas and menus,” Keith says. “Plus, it
gives me the freedom to spend more time with family that
running a busy restaurant does not allow.”
His geographical experiences have flavored his cooking.
“My culinary style has evolved over the years and through my
travels, different influences have taken my cooking in many
different directions.
“It often depends on the style of each particular restaurant
that you work at, so it is constantly changing and developing.
These days I am cooking private dinners mostly for tourists
so am using a lot of Caribbean flavors centered around local
produce and ingredients.”
As a result, he finds it difficult to specify his signature
creations. “My cooking has been so diverse throughout my
career that I can’t really say that there are any particular
dishes that I specialize in. That being said, I have been in the
Caribbean for 30-plus years so certainly fresh seafood and
tropical produce feature heavily on all my menus,” Keith says.
He generally caters private dinners for families and small
groups, and offers multi-course tasting dinners with wine
pairings. The dinners include professional service and full
clean-up. “Guests experience restaurant-quality food and
service in the comfort of their home or condo.
“I find that many families and groups vacationing here
do not necessarily want to get dressed up and eat out every
night nor do they want to spend their vacation time cooking.
With a private chef service they are able to enjoy a full day of
relaxation and come home to a restaurant quality meal with
professional service.
“Having lived in Cayman for almost 30 years, I am in
contact with local fishermen, farmers and suppliers so am
able to source local ingredients and showcase Cayman’s food
history and how we became a major player in contemporary
Caribbean cuisine.”
He advises anyone interested in enjoying the services of a
personal chef, to be open to new culinary experiences: “Be
adventurous and be prepared to try new flavors, then sit back,
relax and let your caterer take care of all the details.”
Visit caymanpersonalchef.com.
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WAYNE JONES
O’CONNOR

Exemplifying the concept of working your way up
from the bottom, Wayne Jones O’Connor says he started
his career as most chefs do – washing dishes. After
finishing school in the U.K., he moved to Jersey in the
Channel Islands, followed by France and Switzerland.
He then landed on Cayman’s shores 21 years ago,
and worked in some of the best restaurants on the
island, ultimately becoming the executive sous chef at
the Marriott Beach Resort. Meanwhile, when he wasn’t
working, the chef was still cooking, and would help out
at parties for his family and friends, the latter of whom
were mostly chefs, he points out.
“Also our social circles are people in the hospitality
industry, so on days off or when we had visitors we
would take turns to cook. These became more elaborate
and more frequent to the point where people said, ‘Why
don't you charge for these services?’”
So, in 2004, he followed that suggestion and started
catering company Food For Thought.
With his diverse background, it should come as no
surprise that Wayne’s culinary offerings are also varied.
“My style of cooking started as classical French cuisine
but I enjoy working with local Caribbean and Asian
ingredients,” he says.
“I enjoy making different curries. After working with
Sri Lankan and Indian cooks I have learned from them
as I am always looking to better myself and never stop
learning from others. I also teach them about other
types of cuisine.”
He considers his signature dish the individual beef
wellington, but adds that he likes cooking local food and
the Thai green curry he offers is one of his favorites.
Wayne adds that his company can handle a range of
events. “Our catering services are vast, from personal
chef and condo services to weddings, canapés, parties,
office functions, barbecues, etc. We are fully licensed
to serve alcohol at all of our caterings so we offer bar
service and cocktail services. We also provide personal
chefs, bartenders and servers.”
Not surprisingly, with such a social profession, his
favorite aspect of the job is dealing with his clients.
“What I like the most about personal-chef services is the
interaction with the guests,” he says.
When catering larger events, usually the menus are
pre-chosen, he explains, but there is more room for
creatively with smaller parties. “When we do family
or condo catering, we are almost given a free hand
with what we can cook for them. When we finish these
functions, I'm always happy to hear that the night has
exceeded their expectations, which gives me and our
company a real sense of pride.”
Visit foodforthought.ky.
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THE RIGHT OIL
Supermarket shelves are packed with a huge
variety of oils, and often the choice can seem
overwhelming. If you’re looking to whip up a
culinary storm, you’ll need to pick the right oil
for the job as not all oils are created equal. While
some can handle the heat (read high smoke point)
others don’t fare so well. Here’s a quick guide to
many of the most popular oils and which cooking
techniques they are best suited to.

Sesame oil
A highly aromatic oil, sesame oil is
derived from sesame seeds and has a
distinct nutty flavor. It is an essential
component in Asian cooking. Refined
sesame oil has a high smoke point and
is great in stir fries, while unrefined
sesame oil is ideal as a key flavor
component, such as in dressings and
sauces, or drizzled over a finished dish.

Avocado oil
Made from pressed avocados, this oil has a
smooth nutty flavor. Best used in salad dressings,
or to lightly sauté fish, chicken or vegetables.
Avocado oil has an exceptionally high smoke
point, particularly refined avocado oils, making it
a great choice in high-heat cooking as well.

Walnut oil
Walnut oil typically has a strong nutty flavor,
which doesn’t always work in every dish. It also
has a limited shelf-life of around six months.
Walnut oil is, however, an excellent source of
omega-3 fatty acids. Avoid cooking with this oil,
particularly at high temperatures when it can
become bitter. Instead use in salad dressings, in
pasta dishes, and in desserts.

Canola oil
A store-cupboard staple, canola oil is a
good all-purpose oil with a light, goldencolor and neutral flavor. Derived from a
specially cultivated version of rapeseed,
canola oil has a high smoke point, so is a
great choice when you really want to turn
up the heat in the kitchen. It is, however,
a highly-refined oil, which means it has
few health benefits, although it is low in
saturated fat and contains both omega-6 and
omega-3 fatty acids.

Olive oil

Sunflower oil
A good source of Vitamin E and low in
saturated fat, sunflower oil is a great allrounder. Use it in high-heat frying, searing and
browning. This oil is almost flavorless making it
a great base as a salad dressing too.

Peanut oil
Popular in Asian cuisine, peanut oil
typically has a high-heat tolerance,
making it a great choice for
tempura and stir-fries, as well as
light sautéing. Made from pressed,
steam-cooked peanuts, it has a
subtle nutty scent and flavor.
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One of the most popular oils and a
mainstay of the Mediterranean diet, olive
oil is well known for being heart healthy.
Available in a wide range of flavors, olive
oils can range from a pale yellow in color
to a deep green, depending on the fruit
used and processing. While good quality
olive oils are ideal for cold dishes, salads,
pestos and for dipping bread, it’s also good
for low to moderate-heat cooking.

Coconut oil
Pressed from the fruit of the coconut
palm tree, coconut oil is a versatile oil
which is great for baking and cooking.
Coconut oil can withstand high-heat,
making it great for frying. Coconut oil
also has numerous health benefits to
boot, although it is high in saturated
fat so should be used in moderation.

For sales, contact Island Opportunities • 945-4363 • info@icol.ky

Charcuterie
cheese
OFFER FOOD PERFECTION
By Joanna Lewis

Photo by Stephen Clarke

When it comes to entertaining a
charcuterie board is a tasty, crowdpleasing option that’s easy to assemble
quickly. Add a delicious selection of
cheeses and light bites and you have a
party-friendly platter that has something
for everyone.
Though it’s easy enough to create a
tasty array of cold delectables, we’ve
called upon the expertise of Thais
Rodriguez, chef de cuisine at the Marriott
Beach Resort’s newest restaurant,
Anchor & Den. The restaurant has
recently launched a new tapas night
every Thursday called “El Mercat – Nit
de Tapes.” Amongst the mouthwatering
small plates is a large variety of specialty
imported charcuterie and cheeses,
which has also grown to become a
popular option at the restaurant’s Sunday
Boulangerie Brunch.
When it comes to assembling a
charcuterie and cheese board Thais
advice is to “keep it simple.”
“Choose three types of cheese - a soft
ripened, semi-soft and semi-hard cheese
- along with two to four different types
of meat, including cured sausages and
whole-muscle meats for a good balance,”
Thais says.
Popular favorites at Anchor & Den
include the melt-in-the-mouth Jamon
Ibérico de Bellota, considered the star
of charcuterie produced from acorn-fed
Ibérico pigs in Spain and cured for up
to four years. Jamon Serrano, Chorizo
Iberico and Lomo, are all firm favorites as
well, also imported from Spain. Dry-aged
prosciutto from France, along with Coppa
and Spianata Piccante from Italy are
popular with diners too.
Local supermarkets offer a wide range
of charcuterie. Whole-muscle cuts,
such as the Jamon Ibérico de Bellota,
are cuts of meat that can be sliced into
thick cut slices, or, more-commonly for
a charcuterie board, paper-thin slices.
Cured sausages, such as chorizo, come in

a vast array of flavor profiles, from spicy
options to ones with a sweeter taste.
Offering a variety is a great way to ensure
something to please everyones' palates.
When you’re pairing cheese with
your charcuterie it’s hard to go wrong.
Choose ones from a variety of countries
as well as ones made from a selection of
different milks, such as goat, sheep and
cow’s milk, ensuring a delicious range of
flavor profiles.
Thais says that amongst the most
popular with guests at Anchor & Den is
the Tetilla cheese from Galicia, Spain,
a soft and creamy cow’s milk cheese;
Mahón cheese, a mild and slightly
salty-flavored cow’s milk cheese from
the island of Minorca; and Campo de
Montalban from La Mancha, Spain, a
semi-firm Spanish cheese made from a
blend of cow, sheep and goat milk.
Once you’ve selected your charcuterie
and cheeses you’ll want to turn your
attention to some accompaniments.
“Fresh bread is perfect,” Thais says. “A
crusty bread like a baguette or ciabatta
and a soft bread like focaccia are all
wonderful additions. I love a good olive
oil too, so definitely add that to the list,
along with some spreading options, such
as a chutney and grained mustard for a
delicious combination.
“Something pickled, such as
cornichons, will help cut through the
richness of the cheese and meats. Adding
something sweet, such as a fig jam or
chutney, will help balance the saltiness
and butteriness of the cheese. Dried and
fresh fruit also add a nice touch, while I
love pairing roasted garlic with a cheese
such as brie to really get those flavor
profiles swimming!”
Finally, Thais suggests a good selection
of olives.
“Pick olives which have been
marinated with some citrus or herbs to
really help the acidity of the cheeses and
the earthiness of the meats stand out.”

The Best of
Grand Cayman
Happens at
The Westin.

AL FRESCO DINING & SUNSETS
Enjoy casual dining and cocktails poolside
or on Seven Mile Beach. Serving lunch,
dinner and evening cocktails daily
from 11:00am - 9:00pm.

BEACH BB
B B Q FRIDAYS
Join us on the beach and pool deck for our
Friday night Beach BBQ from 5:30pm 9:00pm. Enjoy happy hour specials
5:00pm until 7:00pm.

CAYMAN’S BEST SUNDAY BRUNCH & MORE
Enjoy a casual island atmosphere
daily, and Grand Cayman’s most
celebrated Sunday Brunch.
Ferdinands is open for breakfast
with all day dining starting at
11:00am.

BEACH TERRACE
na rentals
our evening caba
of
e
on
om
fr
ch
Mile Bea
Sunset on Seven

The Beach Terrace sits on the sand of Seven Mile Beach and offers
an open air feel, a delicious small plate menu,
specialty drinks and entertainment
nightly. The perfect location for
sunset cocktails, dinner or after
dinner drinks and music.

BEACH HOUSE RESTAURANT
For beach front activities, dining, cocktails and stunning
sunsets over the Caribbean, there is no better place than
The Westin on world-famous Seven Mile Beach. Join us for
breakfast, lunch, dinner and Sunday Brunch, or relax
Cayman-style in a luxury, full-service evening cabana rental.

SEVEN MILE BEACH, GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS • 345.945.3800

The Beach House is The Westin’s signature restaurant, featuring
modern American cuisine with influences from the Caribbean,
the Mediterranean and Asia, brought
together in a celebration of flavors
in one of Grand Cayman’s most
inspired beach front settings.

A FEAST
WITH A
DIFFERENCE
Tired of roast turkey or ham as the centerpiece at your festive
gathering? Then why not try game meat? Chef Dylan Benoit of the
Market Street Group and the culinary force behind Craft Food &
Beverage Co.’s Wild Game Night on Tuesday evenings, says game
meats, such as goose, venison or wild boar offer a great alternative
to a traditional holiday spread.
“Game meats are commonly used in many parts of the world,
particularly northern Canada, Europe, Russia and China during
the holidays, providing an interesting break from the mundane
traditional offerings of turkey and honey glazed ham,” Dylan says.
Indeed, with a little culinary know-how, game meats can
become a great addition to the dinner table at any time of the year.
Here, Dylan shares his top tips in cooking game meats to
perfection, along with some of his favorite recipes.

With a little culinary
know-how, game
meats can become a
great addition to the
dinner table at any
time of the year.
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TIP:

WHOLE ROAST GOOSE
Roasting a goose is much like roasting a turkey,
but the meat is dark and there is a lower meatto-bone ratio, which means there are fewer
yields from each bird. However, the meat is
exponentially more flavorful. Because goose is
interchangeable with turkey you can serve it with
all your traditional accompaniments to take some
of the stress out of the big meal. Use this brine
recipe before roasting to season the meat all the
way through and make sure it’s extra juicy.

Brine
10 liters water
2 pounds kosher salt
1 pound white sugar
1 pound brown sugar
1 bunch thyme
1 bunch rosemary
2 lemons
6 cloves garlic

Place all the ingredients into a stock pot and bring to a boil.
Reduce to a simmer for 5 minutes, remove from the heat
and allow to cook until room temperature. Once at room
temperature place in the fridge until cold.

As the goose is being
cooked to a medium
temperature, cook the
stuffing in a separate
roasting pan.

Take 1 whole goose and trim any excess fat. Place the whole
goose into the cold brine for 4 hours, remove and truss as you
would a regular turkey.
To roast, preheat a convection oven to 425 F, place the goose in
the oven uncovered for 10 minutes. Reduce the heat to 325 F
and cook for 9 minutes per pound. Remove from the oven when
the internal temperature reaches 140 F by the leg bone and
allow to rest uncovered for 15 minutes, then slice and serve as
you would a turkey.
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WILD BOAR
CROWN RACK
A crown rack, traditionally done with lamb,
takes two bone-in racks of boar, stitched
together to create a beautiful roast that
looks great and tastes even better. Boar
has a slightly stronger taste than regular
pork that goes great with stewed apples
and this simple herb and mustard baste.
Make this baste beforehand and coat the
meat generously before roasting. For
a beautiful presentation, make sure to
French trim the racks.
Boar baste
2 tablespoons Dijon mustard
4 cloves garlic, finely chopped
4 sprigs thyme, leaves picked
Pinch salt
4 tablespoons olive oil
Place mustard, garlic and thyme in a small
bowl. Slowly add the olive oil, while whisking to
emulsify. Season with salt and brush onto the tied
boar rack.
Preheat convection oven to 350 F and place
crown rack in for 25 minutes per pound until the
internal temperature is 135 F in the meatiest part
for medium and 145 F for medium-well. Baste
the rack a couple more times during the cooking
process. Remove from the oven and allow 15
minutes to rest uncovered. Remove string and
fill the center cavity with baked stuffing before
serving.

Tying the crown roast

TIP:

If the Frenched bones
start to get too dark during the cooking process
remove the rack and wrap
them in tinfoil before
returning to the oven to
finish cooking. Remove
tinfoil before serving.
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Lay the two racks side by side, meat side down,
on a cutting board. Tie the right bone from the
left rack, to the left bone of the right rack with
butcher’s twine, creating one large rack. Score
in between each bone until your knife breaks
through the white membrane but doesn’t cut the
meat, this will make the crown easier to form.
Stand the rack up with the exposed bones facing
upward and join the other two ends to make a
circle and tie the end bones together the same as
before. Make sure the meatiest part of the rack is
on the inside. Tie a piece of twine around the rack
to keep it all together when it cooks.

ROASTED LEG
OF VENISON
Venison is a great substitute for beef
or lamb. It has a fantastic gamey flavor
that goes great with roasted potatoes,
roasted vegetables and cranberry
sauce. Make this dry rub and coat the
meat generously before roasting.
Depending on the size of the leg you
may need to double this rub recipe.
Venison rub
1 cup kosher salt
1 cup brown sugar
4 tablespoons juniper berries, toasted and
chopped in a spice grinder
1 tablespoon granulated garlic
1 tablespoon granulated onion
Cook at 350 F for 25 minutes per pound.
The internal temperature should be 135 F
by the bone in the meatiest part for medium
and 145 F for medium-well. Remove from
the oven and allow to rest for 20 minutes
uncovered before serving.

Game meats can be ordered through Dermot Troy at Island Supply. Call 526-2408.
All cooking times are approximate and will vary by oven. Use a meat thermometer and internal
temperatures for most accurate results.
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A DV E RTO R I A L / The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman

The newly opened Culinary Studio is an experience designed for social
and corporate events. The chic space has state-of-the-art Viking
equipment that allows for interactive epicurean adventures.
This, coupled with the world-renowned service of The
Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman and personalized culinary
offerings, is a highlight of the resort. We invite you to
join the chefs of The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman and
embark on a culinary adventure. Pick from a wide range
of newly created classes, featuring cuisine from the
hotel’s restaurants.
“Blue Uncovered” is a two-part series that celebrates
the essential character and nature of oceanic fare
through the award-winning restaurant Blue by Eric
Ripert. Experience exquisite locally sourced and inspired
seafood, elevated to the sublime with seasonal flavors

A new experience

at The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman

and masterful technique. The chefs of Taikun deliver
a unique learning experience as they teach guests the
ancient Japanese art of sushi making. Andiamo chefs
highlight the technique and execution of the Italian
staple, pasta. Learn about the history of Cayman and its
cuisine, how to source authentic ingredients and prepare
your island favorites at home with the three-course
“Island Experience.” Maybe something sweet is more
to your taste? Then try the French macaroon hour-long
demonstration. Or, challenge yourself with the luxury
handbag cake carving option, a step-by-step class to
design a 3D luxury handbag cake.

Planning your next event to drive innovation, creativity and team building?
The Corporate Cook-Off competition pairs guests with a chef from
The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman in a “Chopped” style activity.

Divided into groups and guided by their assigned
chef, our Corporate Cook-Off is the ideal team building
exercise. In this three-hour experience, guests will be
provided with a different mystery basket for each of
the four courses. Each group will be given a course and
have an allotted time in which to create their menu and
execute their dish. At the end of the four courses, the
chefs will judge the dishes to determine the winner of
the competition.

The “Action Reception,” which can accommodate up
to 50 participants, highlights live preparation of canapés
from our banquet menu with a chef showing the behindthe-scenes work in preparing these artful delights.
The “Discovery Class,” a one-hour tasting lunch, is an
exclusive option for group engagement. Guests are
presented with unique learning opportunities to learn
“tricks of the trade” from experts in the culinary field
regarding specific topics of interest.

We look forward to welcoming you to the Culinary Studio.
For additional information or to reserve your next event, please contact 943-9000.
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Mery day
ev day
pie
By Joanna Lewis

Think “pie” and likely a sweet dish will come to mind.
However, a delicious flaky pie crust pairs just as well with
a savory filling. Exquisite as a stand-alone main course,
or served alongside other dishes for a tasty spread for
entertaining, savory pies are a fabulous one-dish wonder.
Indeed, there’s nothing quite as comforting than the marriage
of meat and pastry in a mouthwatering pie.
Satisfyingly filling, tasty and easy to make, fillings run the
gamut – from the more traditional to the truly creative. Indeed,
almost any filling works well in a pie so don’t be afraid to
experiment. Pies are also a great way to use cheaper cuts of
meats – such as oxtail or skirt steak. Just be sure to braise
the meats long and slow to ensure melt-in-the-mouth meat.
South West Collective has recently started “Pie Day
Friday” offering a selection of home-cooked, fresh out-ofthe-oven pies.
The café/bar located at Harbour Place, George Town, offers
six different varieties each week, ensuring something new on
each visit.
“We take pie pretty seriously,” owner Lachie Hewitt says.

“We are the only place on island that does this and we take
pride in bringing something old but new to the island.”
As with all the food at South West Collective, Lachie strives
to use local ingredients wherever possible in the pies.
“I especially love using local pork and local eggs, it really
does stand out in the flavor and texture of the pies,” Lachie
explains.
Amongst some of the most popular pies at South West
Collective are the pork mushroom and cheese, and the
curry chicken. Lachie has also recently added a Mexicaninspired pie which has been a big hit with customers who like
something with a bit of spice.
When it comes to making a pie, Lachie’s top tip is to keep it
simple and use quality ingredients.
“Source good ingredients and always season well,” Lachie
says. “You also can't go wrong with the right condiments as
well. We really pride ourselves on making all our sauces from
scratch. I love pairing our pies with homemade tomato relish,
spicy mango chutney or our homemade Korean hot sauce,
which goes particularly well with our pork pie.”

MINCE AND CHEESE PIE
Courtesy of South West Collective.
Makes 1 large pie
Dash of olive oil
1 medium onion, finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, crushed
1 pound lean beef mince

⅓ cup plain flour
¾ cup beef stock
Salt and freshly ground pepper
1 tablespoon tomato purée

2 teaspoons Vegemite
1 tablespoon balsamic vinegar
1 cup grated cheese
Egg wash and pastry

Heat the oil in a large frying pan, add the onion and sauté until soft. Add the garlic and cook for 1-2 minutes. Add the mince meat, stirring constantly
with a wooden spoon, until browned. Stir in the flour and cook for 1 minute. Add half the beef stock, stirring constantly. Once absorbed, slowly add the
remaining stock and season with salt and pepper. Stir in the tomato purée, Vegemite and vinegar. Simmer for 15-20 minutes on a low heat, stirring
occasionally. Remove from the heat and allow to cool before filling the pies.
Preheat the oven to 400 F. On a floured surface, roll out the pastry and cut to 4 millimeters thick and cut in half. Use one half to line the pie dish and trim
edges. Allow to rest in the fridge for about 20 minutes. Reserve the remaining pastry for the pie lid. Fill the pastry-lined tin with the pie filling to the rim.
Top the pie with the grated cheese. Paint the rim of the pastry-lined tin with the egg wash. Lay the pastry lid on top and firmly press down on the edges
with your fingers. Trim any overhanging pastry with scissors or a sharp knife and then pierce the center of the pie several times. Glaze the lid with the
egg wash and bake for 25 minutes, or until golden brown.
Enjoy fresh from the oven.
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Top tip: Make the filling the day
before. This gives the flavors
ample time to mingle and develop
for a truly tasty pie.
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DISTILLING
the spirit of the islands
By Natasha Were

Rewind 10 years and Walker Romanica and Nelson Dilbert
were simply two guys with a passion for rum. Today, they are
the founders and owners of Cayman Spirits Co., a thriving
business that exports its premium, hand-crafted spirits to the
U.K., U.S., Germany and Canada.
As far back as high school the two friends had talked about
distilling their own rum but, as is often the case, life took them
in different directions: Walker went into the finance industry,
working in New York and later in Cayman, and Nelson owned
and ran Hammerheads bar and restaurant in George Town.
The years passed, but neither their friendship nor their
interest in rum waned and, a decade ago, they decided to delve
a little deeper into the process of distillation.
“There are lots of rums out there that are labeled Cayman
Islands rum,” explains Walker, “but when we tried to visit the
distilleries to see how the rums were made, we found they
weren’t here at all.”
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Rather than give up, they were inspired to make the first
authentic Cayman Islands rum. With no one to learn the ropes
from on island, the duo set about studying. They took courses,
received certificates, and purchased a single column still.
Then, they started to experiment.
“The still was very small,” Walker recalls. “It filled one bottle
of rum every eight hours – minus however much we drank
while making it.”
And that was only the beginning of the process. The crystal
clear, over-proof rum that comes from the still is not the
finished product. From there, it is transferred to oak barrels to
age, and it is in these barrels that, over time, the rum takes on
its distinctive color, flavor and character.
The fledgling distillers realized that, in order to create a rum
that would stand out they had to find a way to inject something
special into it at the aging stage.
“We knew we couldn’t compete on the basis of price; and

Photos by Stephen Clarke
we couldn’t compete on the basis of advertising campaigns or
distribution networks. The only thing we could compete on was
having a really cool, unique idea,” says Walker.
The idea they came up with? To age the rum underwater.
And thus Seven Fathoms Premium Rum was conceived.
Underwater ageing isn’t just a marketing gimmick, though.
There is indeed method to the madness. By tethering positively
buoyant rum barrels to the sea bed in such a way that they
remain suspended in mid-water at exactly 40 feet – or seven
fathoms - the waves and tides naturally rock and roll the rum
to perfection.
“We do it to benefit from what
is called agitation. Agitation is
the movement of the barrel,”
Walker says. “It’s a concept
that dates back centuries, from
a time when people realized
that rum which had been
transported on ships, and had
been in constant motion in the
hold, aged better than the same
rum did on shore.
“We read up on it and found
that the Bacardi family, who
were making rum in Cuba at the
turn of the 20th century, credited their success to the location
of their ageing warehouse, next to a train track. Every hour the
trains would roll by and literally shake the barrels.”
In modern distilleries barrels are regularly rotated, either
manually or mechanically, to achieve the same effect, but
Walker and Nelson let the Caribbean Sea do the job for them.
The result, which was unveiled in 2007, has been described
by professional tasters at Caskers.com as “silky smooth….
[with] notes of vanilla and mocha turning to hints of black
liquorice and pepper, making for a seductive finish.” Seven
Fathoms Premium Rum has earned a double gold in the Wine
& Spirits Wholesalers of America spirit tasting competition and
scored a triumphant 90 from Wine Enthusiast.
Emboldened by their success, Cayman Spirits Co. has gone
on to produce a line of flavored Governor’s Reserve Rums, and
last year launched their premium Gun Bay Vodka.
Producing vodka was not an impulse decision. It was a
project that took many years to plan and execute as, long

before they could begin experimenting with distillation, they
had to build a distillery in which to do so.
In order to make truly world-class, top quality vodka, Walker
explains, it needs to be exceptionally pure, which means
distilling it multiple times. And that requires an exceptionally
tall distillation column.
“Our distillery is 30 feet high and houses a 28-plate column
which means that the vodka is being distilled 28 times, allowing
only the purest alcohol to rise to the top. This pure, clean spirit
is then chill-filtered at nearly freezing temperatures and then
charcoal-filtered to purify it even further.”
Most people believe that vodka
is made from potatoes, but the
spirit actually has no defining
ingredient, Walker adds. Most
mass-produced vodkas are in fact
made from wheat or corn, simply
because the raw ingredients are so
cheap, but Cayman Spirits Co. use
something more local: sugarcane.
Although purity is key in vodka,
Gun Bay Vodka’s sugarcane basis
does impart subtle background
notes and aromatics, creating a
spirit that is light, smooth, with
a slate finish and a level of purity that exceeds international
standards.
Of course, the sugarcane also connects the spirit to the
islands geographically, while the Gun Bay name was chosen in
honor of the Caymanians who famously risked life and limb one
dark night in 1794 to save the crew of a convoy of ships that
had foundered on the reef of the same name.
One of Cayman Spirits Co. next endeavors is a line of
premium liqueurs that will be named after another key
figure in Cayman Islands history: Commissioner Hugh
Hutchings, 1919-1929. Although perhaps best remembered
for building the town hall and clock tower in George Town, one
of Hutchings’s most significant acts was to change the duty
structure for exporting spirits from the islands.
“It made Cayman a favorable place for rum runners to
resupply on their way to the U.S. and drastically accelerated
the growth of the local economy,” says Walker. The name could
not be more apt.

By tethering positively buoyant
rum barrels to the sea bed in such
a way that they remain suspended
in mid-water at exactly 40 feet –
or seven fathoms - the waves and
tides naturally rock and roll the
rum to perfection.
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A Cayman Islands gin will also soon be added to the company’s
product line, but despite the dramatic expansion of Cayman Spirits
Co. since its inception, the founders have no intention of turning
into mass producers or straying from their small-batch, premium,
craft spirit model.
“Once you have tasted a craft-distilled spirit, made by people
who are passionate about what they do and really care about the
product, it’s easy to taste the difference,” says Walker. “There
are a million little decisions you make along the way that affect
everything from quality to flavor. Large-scale distilleries are fully
automated and no people are involved in the production, so it can
never achieve the same quality.”
The boutique-style operation and the founders’ commitment to
using traditional techniques while striving for the best possible
quality has so far earned them impressive reviews from the
connoisseurs and a loyal and enthusiastic local following. It’s
clearly a recipe for success and, by weaving snippets of local
history and local ingredients into their products, they’ve succeeded
in not only creating premium Caymanian spirits, but in infusing
them with the spirit of the Cayman Islands.

THE LIFE CYCLE
OF A RUM BARREL
Rum barrels do not start life as rum barrels.
In a previous life, the barrels will have been
used to age whisky or bourbon.
By law, whisky and bourbon must be matured
in white oak barrels – the oak being key to
imparting flavor, color and depth - and the
barrels must be previously unused.
Once they have completed their first
generation of ageing, the majority of barrels are
shipped to either Scotland, where they will store
Scotch, or the Caribbean, where they age rum.
The whisky or bourbon will have added to the
flavors and aromas of the wood, which will in
turn add to the complexity of flavors in the rum.
These barrels may then be used for several
more rounds of ageing but, because each
generation changes the characteristics of the
wood, one can’t achieve a consistency of flavor
over successive generations.
Cayman Spirits Co. therefore use the secondgeneration barrels to age Seven Fathoms
Premium Rum just once. They may then use the
same barrels for other parts of their product
line one more time, before sending the used
barrels out into the world for the final phase of
their lives: for up-cycling and re-purposing. In
Cayman many of these rum barrels find new life
as planters, bar tables, or even as wood chips
for the ultimate smoky barbecue flavor.
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Celebrating

Years

of being Cayman’s
Favorite Seafood &
Steak Restaurant

ENJOY DINING ON OUR
WATERFRONT DECK

...where every table overlooks the sea

We also serve fresh juices, baked
goods and organic coffee and tea

BREAKFAST WRAPS $10

BOWLS

$8/$12

OATMEALS

WRAPS

$10

SALADS

$6/$12

SOUPS

$4/$6
$5/$16

ACAI BOWLS

$9

PARFAITS

$6.50

Open Mon-Fri 7am - 8pm
Sat 8am - 5pm | Sun 8am - 4pm
T: 345 945 2252
www.IslandNaturalsCafe.com
TASTE OF CAYMAN
BEST DESSERT 2015
“VEGAN CHEESECAKE”

WE DELIVER

($20 MIN $4 FEE)

Located in Coconut Plaza
(behind Edoardo’s)

Like us on Facebook

Enjoy fine seaside dining, sunset cocktails
and AMAZING VIEWS at our Waterfront
Deck, Wine Bar or Dining Room
LUNCH

DINNER

Monday - Friday

Monday - Sunday

11:30am - 2:30pm

5:00pm - 10:00pm

For reservations please contact

345.949.2736

info@lobsterpot.ky
www.lobsterpot.ky

North Church Street, George Town waterfront
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CELEBRATE
SUNDAYS!
By Natasha Were

Sunday brunches are legendary in Cayman. Delectable food, free-flowing
libations and a festive ambience make brunch the perfect way to celebrate the
good life, in the company of friends or family.

In typical Ritz-Carlton tradition, it’s
a seamless meeting of beautiful décor,
exquisite food and impeccable service.

A steakhouse by night, Seven transforms itself every Sunday
between noon and 3 p.m. into the sophisticated setting for Grand
Cayman’s most extravagant brunch. In typical Ritz-Carlton tradition,
it’s a seamless meeting of beautiful décor, exquisite food and
impeccable service.
A different theme is presented each week, but regardless of whether
the inspiration is Italian, Asian or South American, Sunday brunch is a
feast fit for a king. The dizzying array of food is meticulously presented
buffet-style and, in addition to the week’s specials, always includes
two varieties of eggs Benedict, six entrée choices, three carvery items
and a tasting plate prepared before an audience of diners. From the
top grade sushi and the Niman Ranch all-natural beef, to the dim sum,
caviar and delicately crafted desserts, every item is totally fresh and
prepared in-house.
Whether it is enjoyed indoors in air-conditioned comfort or out
on the terrace, brunch at Seven is a sinfully decadent experience and there is always the option to add bottomless glasses of Moët et
Chandon to list of indulgences.
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S E V E N AT T H E R I T Z - C A R LT O N , G R A N D C AY M A N

A N C H O R & D E N AT T H E M A R R I O T T

Offering a new twist on
the traditional Sunday
brunch, the Boulangerie
Brunch at Anchor &
Den is a Europeaninspired affair.

An extensive beach house-themed refurbishment has
transformed the look and feel of the Marriott Beach Resort and
added a completely new dining option: Anchor & Den.
Offering a new twist on the traditional Sunday brunch, the
Boulangerie Brunch at Anchor & Den is a European-inspired
affair. Home-baked breads, pretzels and pastries along with
charcuterie platters and regional cheeses, ideal for a lighter
lunch, are the mainstays of brunch. Hungry diners, however, will
also find an omelette station, sushi bar and carvery. The recent
addition of a weekly theme showcasing different cuisines from
around the world only adds to the epicurean adventure.
In keeping with Sunday brunch tradition, the cost ($68) includes
as much De Chanceny’s Cremant de Loire as you care to imbibe.
Decorated in pale tones, with lots of natural wood and abundant
light, it’s an inviting space for adults to relax and forget the
outside world for a few hours – something that is made effortless
for families, thanks to the complimentary Kids Club: Children
aged 5 to 12, are kept entertained with all manner of activities
after eating, allowing parents to decompress and savor the
pleasure of a long, languid, drawn-out meal.
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Every dish at Mizu is entirely
authentic, the result of a research
trip undertaken by the chefs,
to learn the very best of Asian
culinary tradition.
MIZU ASIAN BISTRO + BAR
Take yourself on a culinary voyage around the Far East
every Sunday at Mizu. An experience quite different from
other island brunches, Sundays at Mizu are an opportunity
to indulge in a feast of Asian flavors that include Chinese,
Japanese, Singaporean and Indonesian dishes.
Served a la carte in Mizu’s elegant oriental dining
room, guests can watch the chefs at work as they
prepare each dish to order. The menu features a
selection of soups, appetizers, rice and noodle dishes,
sushi and, perhaps most popular of all, traditional
Chinese dim sum.
Ideal for sharing, the dumplings, buns and rolls some steamed, some fried, some sticky – are filled
with chicken, shrimp, calamari, scallops, pork belly and
more, all of which are prepared fresh in-house. Indeed,
every dish at Mizu is entirely authentic, the result of a
research trip undertaken by the chefs, to learn the very
best of Asian culinary tradition.
Served from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. the fixed price
menu further breaks with brunch tradition by including
not only unlimited bubbles, but also complimentary red
and white wine, select bottled beers, Caybrew draft,
well drinks and sake.
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B LU E C I L A N T R O
Ensconced in the air conditioned,
sound proofed interior of Blue
Cilantro on a hot Sunday, the slick,
sophisticated décor can transport
you to another time and place. Stylish
furnishings and blue-hued accents
infuse it with a contemporary urban
feel, while vast photographs featuring
scenes from around the world hint at
the international culinary style.
Brunch is a four-course feast,
served a la carte. The menu changes
weekly but always features a variety
of cuisine styles. For $40 diners can
choose from a selection of cooked
breakfast items to kick-start their
appetites, followed by various small
plates ranging from salads and soups
to fresh seafood prepared in multiple
ways. Think tangy ceviche, slivers of
sashimi, freshly shucked oysters and
smoked salmon.
Look across the glass-topped
bar and watch each dish being
meticulously prepared and presented
in the show kitchen. For the third
course, one can choose two small
main plates, which feature beautifully
presented meat and seafood options,
plus some more child-friendly
creations.
Brunch is served from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. so there is plenty of time
to digest between courses and still
find space for dessert: both sweet
desserts and cheese platters are
included in the menu and, for an
additional $12 one can opt to add
unlimited Prosecco.
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Look across the glass-topped bar and watch
each dish being meticulously prepared and
presented in the show kitchen.
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T U K K A R E S TA U R A N T & B A R

Tukka is a place to slow down,
to savor the flavor, and take
pleasure in the cool breezes, good
company and hearty food.
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Awesome food, shimmering sea views
and a fun-loving Aussie attitude are all
part of the package at Tukka. Although
the regular lunch menu is also available
on Sundays, you can’t beat the buffetstyle brunch for value: for a set price
($29.50) you can load your plate time
and again; children under 15 eat for half
price, and for under fives it’s free. The
restaurant’s East End location makes it a
bit of a road trip for many, so bottomless
bubbles can be purchased separately.
Tukka is a place to slow down, to
savor the flavor, and take pleasure in the
cool breezes, good company and hearty
food.
Start off at the breakfast bar where
there is a choice of hot and cold
breakfast items, or go straight to the
cold buffet for chilled soups, freshly
made salads and sushi rolls. Meat lovers
can then choose between the carving
station, where different cuts of beef,
pork, lamb and chicken are roasted each
week, and the typically Aussie barbecue,
where shrimps are inevitably on the
menu, along with a selection of kebabs.
Press pause around 1p.m. and watch
the spectacle when Tukka staff feed
the friendly frigate birds. Then, after a
little digestion time, head on over to the
dessert station and indulge even further
in chocolate mousse, brownies and fruit
salad or, if you can manage it, the hot
dessert that changes weekly.

